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Why isnt this working? A: Try this regex:
/^(http:\/\/)?(www\.)?(#.*?)(.+?)$/gm.

Although most of these extensions seem to be
working, they only work if you use one single

file (so I'm assuming that you're using the raw
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form). Also, they are limited to 5MB long files,
which is probably fine for this, but there might
be a length limitation in some cases. And they
need to be put into a.js file for them to work.

SERVICES We can handle any area of
accounting in-house or outsource. We are also

more than happy to work with your current
accounting service provider to adjust

bookkeeping information to reflect your
decision to maintain or not maintain your
present service provider. We can help you

change to a new service or a different service
provider. Just tell us what you want us to do
and we will do the rest, from developing a

plan of action to making the changes happen.
We can look at your payroll system or we can
help you set up or adjust your payroll system
so that it is always up-to-date and accurate.

We can help you upgrade your current
accounting packages to a more sophisticated

system that will help you manage your
business more effectively. Call us for a free
consultation to see what we can do for you.
ACHA CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANT Energized-
Accounting has been credentialed by the
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American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) as a Certified Accountant.
This credential provides our clients with added
assurance and proof of our commitment to the
highest standards of professional practice. We

are proud to be able to provide our AICPA
credential to our professional staff and our

clients. OUR SERVICES Our specialty is in the
following areas: Accounting Balance Sheet

Bookkeeping Cash Management Payroll Please
contact us to make an appointment for a free
consultation to learn more about our services.
Show HN: Get into the Real Time Business of
Things - louismg ====== wilov That is no
small undertaking. I'm looking forward to
seeing what you do with this. ------ fiatjaf I

don't know a lot about the real-time
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